Ólafsson, Eggert. * Kvæði*, Copenhagen, 1832. (MS, 889)

Thorarensen, Bjarni. * Kvæði*, Copenhagen, 1847. (MS, 666)

b. Histories.


Melsted, Páll. *Míðaldarsagan*, Reykjavík, 1866. (S, 447)

c. Translations of foreign works.

Fischer, J. G. *Eðlisfræði*, tr. Magnús Grímsson, Copenhagen, 1852. (S, 449)

Homer. *Odysseis-kræði*, tr. Sveinbjörn Egilsson, Copenhagen, 1854. (S, 448)


Stoll, Heinrich W. *Kvennalubók í goðasfræði Grikka og Rómverja*, tr. Steingrímur Thorsteinsson, Copenhagen, 1871. (S, 448)

d. Editions of foreign works.

De Danorum Rebus Gestis Secul. III et IV. *Poëma Danicum Dialecto Anglosaxonica,* ed. Grímur J. Thorkelin, Copenhagen, 1815. (S, 277)

e. Sermons.

Jónsson, Magnús. *Nokkrar tækifæri ásfræðíour*, Akureyri, 1859. (MS, 707)

---

1. This work is listed in the Sotheby Catalogue as having two volumes, but it appeared in only one volume.
f. Periodicals.

Hið íslenska Bókmentafélag: Stofnan Félagsins og Athafnir um Fyrstu Fimmtu Arin 1816-1866. Copenhagen, 1867. (MS., 539; S., 271)

Skírnir, Ny Tföindi hins íslenska Bókmentafélags, for 1852-1872 and 1874-1875. (S., 450)

Skýrelur og Reikningar hins íslenska Bókmentafélags, for 1858-1875. (S., 451)

Skýrelur um Landshagi á Íslandi gefnar út af hínu íslenska Bókmentafélagi, I(1855)-V(1875). (S., 450).

Tföindi um stjórnarmalefni Íslands, gefin út af hínu íslenska Bókmentafélagi, I(1854)-III(1875). (S., 451)

2. Danish.

Andersen, Hans C. Stories and Fairy Tales, tr. H. O. Sommer, London, 1893. (S., 6, 7, 8, and 58)


Imitatio Christi, tr. into Swedish, Hólar, 1676. (S., 835)
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1. I have not been able to locate this translation.
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Bogan af Ágli Skallagrímssyni, ed. Sinar Þórðarson, Reykjavík, 1856.
Bogan af Ambálas Kongi, ed. Sinar Þórðarson, Reykjavík, 1886.
Bogan af Gunnlaugi Ormstungu ok Skalld-Harni, [ed. Jón Eiríksson],
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Bogan af Ístæd og Hognæ. - Historia duorum Regum Hedini et Hugonis,
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Solennia Academica ad Celebrandum Diem XXVIII Januarii MDCCXXI
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Universitatis Regiae Havniensis Rector D. Nicolaus Schow cum
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Sturluson, Snorri. Edda, ed. Rinnur Jónsson, 2nd ed.; Copenhagen,
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Edda, ed. Þorleifr Jónsson, Copenhagen, 1875.

Heimskringla edr Noregs Konga-Sögor, edd. Gerhardus
Schöning, Skuli Thorlacius, Börge Thorlacius, and E. Chr. Werlaure,
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Christiania, 1868.
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Brothers," tr. William Herbert, in Works, London, 1842, 1,
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